
Wiki SG Proposal: Changing the Wiki Rates
and Jury Rewards

General description
Following the goals of Wiki Subgovernance, improving the quality of content on the Free TON Wiki
and to optimize costs, we propose to make changes to the Wiki Rates, which is posted in the public
spreadsheet “Free TON Wiki Info” (the link to the external document is for reference only, because
that these rates and rewards were previously accepted in early Wiki SG proposals).

Changing the Wiki Rates
1. Cancel the current Review Editing rate with a monthly reward and set a new Review Editing

rate with the following workload and rewards:

1.1. Checking for machine translation and/or uniqueness and then entering the results in
the "Review editing" spreadsheet — 10 Tons for 1 article up to 10,000 chars, plus
1 Tons for each next 1,000 exceeding chars (excluding program code).

1.2. Checking the author's draft with the work of Content creation — 15 Tons for 1 article
up to 10,000 chars, plus 1.5 Tons for each next 1,000 exceeding chars (excluding
program code).

1.3. Qualified technical check for the correctness of technical data — 50 Tons for 1 article
up to 10,000 chars, plus 5 Tons for each next 1,000 exceeding chars (excluding
program code).

2. Cancel the current Editing rate with a monthly reward and set a new Editing rate as
follows:checking and quality control of Wiki articles with error correction (style, grammar,
spelling, punctuation) — 10 Tons for every 5,000 chars of the article (excluding program
code).

3. Increase the rate for the Translation and set it to 15 / 20 / 25 Tons for every 1000 chars
(simple / medium / strong levels accordingly).

4. Reduce the rate for the Chief Editing and set it to 500 / 1000 / 1500 Tons for a month
(simple / medium / strong levels accordingly).

5. Reduce the rate for the Tech Support and set it to 500 / 1000 / 1500 Tons for a month
(simple / medium / strong levels accordingly).

Changing the Jury Rewards
Increase the total Jury reward for each WRCs and set it to 5,000 Tons.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1H69aV_62WrN4WlW2lf-7Ga1abKRksHX7qymfFCgiS2g/edit#gid=1279087661


Procedural remarks
Any other rates and rewards not mentioned in this proposal remain unchanged.

All changes will take effect August 1, 2021 00:00 UTC and should apply to all future WRCs.


